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We advocate for
sustainable travel solutions.
At Advito, we truly believe that sustainable travel
is the future of business travel. We advise clients
against greenwashing and help them take real
action towards reducing their environmental
footprint and increasing traveler satisfaction.
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Sustainable Collaboration
A holistic approach that goes beyond simply monitoring carbon emissions. A data-driven strategy from Advito will help clients
set and achieve sustainability goals.

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE to bring your data to life and
provide insights to shape sustainability goals & initiatives.

STRATEGY & RECOMMENDATIONS to decrease your CO2
emissions for all travel categories

TRAVELER ENGAGEMENT to inform and influence travelers
with advanced digital marketing & communications strategies.
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We offer a unique proprietary methodology
to calculate travel CO2 emissions.
Having an accurate view of your CO2 footprint for all
travel categories is the key to building a sustainable
travel program. GATE4 is highly advanced and ISO
14064 and 14065 certified.
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GATE4 accounts for a variety of factors
By refreshing data on a monthly basis, we can help you make strategic adjustments based on
changes from aircraft type to hotel market tier.
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+ Aircraft type
+ Load factor
+ Mileage + distance
adjustment
+ Radiative forcing
+ Cabin
+ Person to freight ratio
+ Seat allocation

+ Country electricity
mix & CO2 intensity
+ Energy usage per
occupied room
+ Occupancy rate
+ Amenities
+ Market Tier
+ Eco-labels

+ Country electricity
mix & CO2 intensity
+ Local initiatives
+ Number of
passengers
+ Electrification of
the railways

+ Country electricity
mix & CO2 intensity
factored in for
electric vehicles

DEFRA vs Advito: Paris-Mumbai
DEFRA does not take into account key elements, like aircraft type. Here both AF and LH are flying with new A350 while Emirates
flies A380 and B777, which are much less CO 2 efficient

1

Direct flight (AF, A350)
DEFRA: 2.97 tons of CO2
Advito: 1.40 tons of CO 2

Paris

Munich

2

DEFRA: 2.78 tons of CO2
Advito: 1.56 tons of CO 2

2
3

1

3

Dubai

Mumbai
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Indirect flight via MUC (LH, A320 + A350)

Indirect flight via DXB (EK, A380 + B777)
DEFRA: 3.04 tons of CO2
Advito: 3.05 tons of CO 2

CO2 emissions Business Class, OW Trip, except
CDG-MUC in Economy for LH trip

DEFRA vs Advito: HOTEL ex Germany
Intercontinental Berlin
NB: DEFRA applies a unique factor and does
not consider market tier nor amenities and not
fully CO2 intensity per country.

Intercontinental Berlin
DEFRA: 18.6 kg CO2 / traveler / Room Night
Advito: 85.0 kg CO2

Ibis Frankfurt
DEFRA: 18.6 kg CO2 / traveler / Room Night
Advito: 27.0 kg CO2
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Ibis Frankfurt

DEFRA vs Advito: Train
DEFRA applies a unique factor based on UK energy Mix and does not take into account electricity
mix per country

1

Paris-Marseille: 715km
DEFRA: 26.4 kg CO2
Advito: 1.3 kg CO2

2

Beijing-Shanghai: 1,197km
DEFRA: 44.2 kg CO2
Advito: 28.7 kg of CO2
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DEFRA vs Advito: Cars
DEFRA applies a unique factor based on UK energy Mix and does not take into account electricity mix per
country
Large Electrical rental car driving 100km
1

Sweden

DEFRA: 4.2 kg of CO2
Advito: 0.6 kg of CO 2

2

China

DEFRA: 4.2 kg of CO2
Advito: 13.7 kg of CO2

Large Petrol rental car driving 100km
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1

Sweden DEFRA: 20.1 kg of CO2

2

China

Advito: 20.1 kg of CO 2

DEFRA: 20.1 kg of CO2
Advito: 20.1 kg of CO2

Data Sources

Mandatory

Optional

TMC (not BCD only)

Expense / Credit Card Data

Car suppliers data (mileage)

Other suppliers data (Hotel, taxi…)
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Sustainability Dashboards: Air
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CO2 calculator for MICE
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What should be your CO2 decreases target & path ?
What is the carbon emissions path to meet Paris agreement targets?
Path to limit global warming to 1.5° and 2.0°
A 50% decrease in emissions
by 2030 vs. 2019 and an 85%
decrease by 2050 is required
to limit global warming to
1.5°C (IPCC S1).
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This represents a decrease in
emissions by 6.1% per year,
every year.

1,5°

2,0°

CO2 decreases: Where should you put your efforts?

5%

New offsetting
technologies

45%
Traveling better
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50%
Traveling less

Traveling better will
be important for
client X, however, the
biggest part of the
effort may be around
traveling less.

How can travelers be more sustainable?

Travel
less

Travel
better

Use sustainable
suppliers

Offset CO2
emissions

Consider avoiding or
reducing some travel

Shift to more sustainable
modes of transportation

Leverage Advito expertise
on Virtual Collaboration

Include environmental costs
into total cost of travel

Use Advito’s sustainability
ranking & insights to
promote the most
efficient suppliers

To be used carefully –
can be stigmatized as
“greenwashing”
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Always choose the optimal aircraft, ex LON-NYC
BA and Virgin are mostly operating with efficient A350.
Shifting 50% of the non-fuel efficient segments, to fuel
efficient aircraft will yield 220 tons of CO2 savings (-9%).
London

New York

Take Virgin Atlantic or British Airways flights (A3501000)
Avoid taking Delta and United, as a result of operating
the route with non-fuel efficient aircraft.
By shifting 50% of the segments to fuel efficient flights
from non- fuel efficient aircraft, will save $57k*.
CO2 Emissions Business RT fuel efficient direct vs less
fuel efficient direct: 3.4t vs 4.4t
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Offsetting: (little) part of the solution…but be careful

Pitfalls & Risks
Avoid greenwashing.
Offsetting can even
harm the environment

Absorption AND
avoidance
Both are useful

Communication
Sell net zero ?

Innovation
Explore nonconventional projects
High carbon price
Low carbon price projects
can’t be sustainable
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Focus on Sustainability,
not CO2 only

SAF: (little) part of the solution…but be careful also

Pitfalls & Risks
SAF can be much worse than fossil
kerosene if not produced sustainably

Sourcing
Learn what is a good SAF, which airline /
supplier should be promoted

Strategy
SAF is unlikely to become scalable, but is a
little part of the solution. What should be
the weight of SAF in your strategy ?
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Create data-driven messages based on program goals
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Thank you
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